
Create brand awareness with our exclusive range of Telescopic Banners. Our Telescopic Banners are available in four 
heights namely: 2m (h), 3m (h), 4m and 6 (h). What sets our Telescopic Flags apart from others is the fact that the 
actual pole system is constructed of light-weight fibre glass making them easier for handling and shipping and 
inherently rust proof. The supplied deluxe (extra length) ground spike is chrome plated to avoid rusting. For use 
indoors or on hard surfaces we have two freestanding base options, namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) 
and Cluster Base (four flag system). Optional Water filled bags can be purchased and placed over these bases to 
make it more stable in higher wind conditions. All our Telescopic Flags are supplied with deluxe nylon carry bags.

All our custom branded Telescopic Flags are printed digitally in full colour using the tried 
and tested traditional method of dye sublimation whereby dye based inks are fixated into 
the fabric yarn and not just simply printed on the surface of the fabric. This means the 
product is colourfast ie, washable and dry clean safe. We offer Ultrasheen or Airtex 
fabrics for Telescopic flags, Ultrasheen being the most popular with a slight sheen as 
opposed to Airtex which has small holes on the entire surface of the fabric flag. 
Ultrasheen has a more solid look to it but Airtex lets more wind through the fabric 
offering slightly better durability in windy conditions.

Facts:
Sizes: 2m, 3m, 4m and 6m High     
Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated Ultra Sheen or Airtex fabric print                
Packing Size:  40mm (h) x 1420mm (w) x 150mm (d)
Weight: 3kg
Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty
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